iv	PREFACE
on the subject have curiously avoided crediting the pioneer in
the field.    The present writer extends such  recognition  with
pleasure.   He wishes also to offer hearty acknowledgment to his
i	teacher and colleague, Dr. C. G. Derick, at whose suggestion the
presentation of this text was undertaken. The procedure here
outlined is based upon a course offered by Dr. Derick m 1908
and subsequently developed with his constant sympathetic help
and encouragement during the years 1911-1915.
The course outlined in this text is intended to follow the
I	usual work in synthetic   organic   preparations;   Part A corre-
s	sponds to the classroom workj while Part B embodies the actual
laboratory directions.   The steps required in the identification
of an unknown are outlined in Chapter VI and are treated in
j	more detail in the subsequent chapters in the order in which
|	they are required in an actual identification.    The work is usually
j	apportioned as follows for a one-semester course of sixteen weeks,
f	covering thirty-two laboratory periods of three hours each.
;	Solubility Tests on Known Compounds,
Chapter      VIIL One week.
Classification Reactions on Known Compounds,
I	Chapter         IX. Five weeks.
I	Identification of Six or Eight Individual Compounds,
\	Chapters VI-XI. Six weeks.
;';	Examination of Mixtures,
1	Chapter       XII. Four weeks.
'	In certain branches of study, and particularly in Chemical
Engineering, the schedule will not permit instruction in Qualita-
tive Organic Analysis as a separate course. In such classes it
has been found best, nevertheless, to present an abbreviated six
or eight weeks' course in place of the latter part of the second
semesters work in organic synthesis. Such an abbreviated course
should consist of the solubility work of Chapter VIII, selections
from Chapter IX so as to require only about three weeks' work,
and the identification of about four individual compounds.
The classified tables in Part C have not previously been used
in actual laboratory instruction and suggestions in regard to cor-
rections and additions from those who have occasion to use them
in classwork will be appreciated. The tables are intended only
for preliminary aid before resorting to the advanced reference
books. Formulas and specific instructions for the choice of deriva-

